Identifying and prioritizing the drivers of the future of public hospitals in Iran
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Abstract

Background: Rapid development in today's modern world have made predicting the future difficult. Hospitals, as a major complex in a community, are no exception. Knowing the future facilitates laying plans for it. To predict the future, knowing the factors affecting the future is crucial. This study was therefore conducted to identify and predict the factors affecting the future of hospitals in Iran.

Methods: This study was conducted in three steps. The drivers of the future of hospitals in Iran were listed by analyzing the results of a literature review and then semi-structured interviews with hospital experts. Afterward, the effect of individual drivers was determined using the Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (FAHP) by formulated in excel software.

Results: Based on the results of the first Phase, 30 effective drivers were identified in 6 areas of modern technology, economy, politics, demography and community, environment, and culture. Prioritization results showed that modern technology (0.246) and economic factors (0.198) had priority over the other factors. Moreover, the effects of sub-factors such as modern information technology and technologies on the future of public hospitals in Iran were more significant compared to those of the other factors.

Conclusion: The present results showed that information technology and modern technology, as well as the economy, were the two main drivers of the future of public hospitals in Iran. Hospitals should identify and lay plans for the mechanisms through which the two factors affect hospitals, given their failure to control the upward trends of the factors.
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Introduction

Healthcare systems seek to adapt to momentary developments in today's world of rapid changes, as is the case of other economic and social sectors active in developing countries. Given the allocation of a significant portion of healthcare resources to hospitals, these developments have been assigned to these key components of health service delivery in most countries (1, 2). The need for redesigning hospitals and adapting them to anticipated future changes is a widely shared view between different countries (3-5). Iran is currently facing dual health issues (synchronizing...
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contagious with noncontagious diseases) due to increased life expectancy, demographic changes, and epidemiology of health risk factors and the development of modern medical technologies, increasing income and social welfare (6, 7). The failure of the healthcare delivery system in Iran to respond well to this duality suggests a need for radical changes (8).

Evidence suggests little prospect of promoting and enhancing the required financial resources for healthcare and hospitals significantly contribute to healthcare costs in most countries, as confirmed by a WHO report estimating that hospitals in third world countries account for 50-80% of current government spending on health. In many countries, hospitals budget is, however, never balanced by the production and delivery of their actual services. The health share of global gross domestic product increased from 3% in the 1950s to 10% in the present (9).

Given the importance of technological and social developments, a new approach to the future should be taken and decision makers need to acquire new skills to cope with technological changes (10). Given today’s rapid and uncertain environmental changes, foreseeing to deal with possible future changes is becoming increasingly needed (11).

Future research should be performed in an interdisciplinary manner (12). Social science is an interdisciplinary program, as it uses different disciplines to obtain findings and propositions. To be pragmatic, social science is designed to shape the future by seeking to provide human with the information needed for action. Future research is evolving, despite the process of specialization and separation of various disciplines and professions (13). The subject of foresight covers sectors such as culture, economy, politics, health, technology and the arts, and with the upcoming changes, these topics are on the rise in number (14, 15).

Identifying the factors affecting the future is the main step in foresight. This study identified the factors affecting the future of hospitals in Iran and determined their effects.

Methods
Type of research
This study is part of a prospective study on the foresight for public hospitals in Iran. This part of the study was conducted as a quantitative-qualitative study to identify the factors affecting the future of hospitals in Iran. In the first phase, the results of previous studies and open and structured interviews with hospital experts were identified. Given the unequal effects of the drivers on the future of the hospitals, the second phase determined the effect of individual drivers using the FAHP. These steps are summarized in Figure 1.

Phases 1 and 2: Literature review and interviews
The main focus of this phase was to identify key driving forces affecting the future of public hospitals through a comprehensive literature review as well as interviews.

Research sample
At the review stage, the texts of all the documents, reports, articles, theses and books were extracted by topic from scientific databases, including Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, Scopus, PubMed, Scientific Information Database and Magiran, using keywords such as hospital, prospective study and foresight, hospital challenges, information technology, economy, human resources, and transformation plan health system. Interviews were conducted with experts in the second phase as a qualitative study using purposive and snowball sampling methods. The most active and well-known experts in the field of health were first identified, selected, and later identified by other experts. The main criteria for selecting them included relevant experience, expertise and ability to conduct research. Sampling continued until data saturation was reached.

Data collection tools
The literature review was performed using library resources and databases. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with experts to collect data in the qualitative study. The interview questions focused on the factors influencing the hospital's future. Based on the responses, follow-up questions were asked.

Data collection methods
This study conducted in-depth, semi-structured, and cross-sectional interviews with 40 hospital specialists. The interviews lasted 30-45 minutes, and every participant was interviewed once. The researcher arranged with the participants the date and place of the interviews. The research setting consisted of medical centers and hospitals affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences. The interviews were immediately transcribed after being recorded with the permission of the participants.

Data analysis
The conducted interviews were repeatedly subdivided...
into semantic units and then into smaller meaning units. The codes were then re-read several times to replace the semantic units and main categories by the framework of society, technology, economy, environment, politics, and regulations based on semantic similarity. Efforts were made to avoid interfering with the hypotheses during data analysis. The coding process of the interviews was entirely performed in MAXQDA.

**Data reliability of interviews with experts**

The criteria used to determine the reliability of the study data included reliability and stability.

Reliability: Spending time collecting and analyzing the data, selecting experts with different types of expertise and experiences, presenting to public and private hospitals and the Iranian Ministry of Health and Medical Education, meeting the academic community, and selecting participants from different groups enriched the data and findings. In addition, different integration methods used in this study included spatial and human data integration. The present study data were obtained from various sources. Three levels of experts were interviewed and different research methodologies used included content analysis, qualitative study, framework analysis and process analysis.

Stability: Peer review helps validate the data. In this study, three interviews and the results of data analysis were randomly presented to the research team to provide additional comments for the researcher.

**Phase 3: Prioritizing driving and effective factors with analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)**

The FAHP was used to determine the effect of individual drivers as per the following steps (16):

**Step 1:** Designing the pairwise comparison and decision matrices: Identifying appropriate evaluative criteria is the main step in prioritizing the drivers, which was performed by their impact on the future.

**Step 2:** Defining fuzzy numbers for paired comparison: Table 1 presents the fuzzy numbers used in this study.

The paired matrices designed based on the criteria and hierarchical model were then presented to 15 hospital experts, managers, and officials in Tehran.


**Step 3:** FAHP calculations and method validation:

3-1: The fuzzy composition value of $\tilde{s}_i$ is calculated with i criteria using equation (1).

$$\tilde{s}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_{gi}^j \otimes \left[ \sum_{l=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} M_{li}^j \right]^{-1}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n$$

in which $\otimes$ denotes the wide multiplication of two fuzzy numbers and each fuzzy number obtained represents the weight of a criterion (or option) relative to another criterion.

3-2. Let $\tilde{M}_1, \tilde{M}_2$ be two triangular fuzzy numbers. The greatness degree of $\tilde{M}_2 = (l_2, m_2, u_2) \geq (l_1, m_1, u_1)$ is defined using equation (2).

$$\Delta(d) = \begin{cases} 1 & \frac{m_2 \geq m_1}{u_1-l_2} \\ 0 & \frac{m_2 \geq m_1}{(u_1-l_1)-(m_2-l_2)} \end{cases} \quad (2), \quad l_1 \geq u_2$$

where $\Delta(d) = v(M_2 \geq M_1), \tilde{M}_1 = (l_1, m_1, u_1), \tilde{M}_2 = (l_2, m_2, u_2)$.

3-3: The possibility degree of a convex fuzzy number is greater than the possibility degree k of convex fuzzy number $\tilde{M}_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, k)$.

$$V(M \geq \tilde{M}_1, \tilde{M}_2, \ldots, \tilde{M}_k) = V(M \geq \tilde{M}_1) \text{ and } V(M \geq \tilde{M}_2) \text{ and } \ldots \text{ and } V(M \geq \tilde{M}_k) = \min V(M \geq \tilde{M}_k), i = 1, 2, \ldots, k$$

3-4: After normalizing $W$, the normalized weight vector is calculated according to equation (4) in which $W$ is a non-fuzzy number.

$$W = (d(A_1), d(A_2), \ldots, d(A_n))^T$$

Compatibility of paired comparison matrices in the AHP is an important issue that should always be considered in the decision process. If the incompatibility coefficient is below 0.1, judgments will be acceptable. In this study, after performing defuzzification using the center of area method, a conventional hierarchical analysis was conducted to check the compatibility of judgments and FAHP calculations were then performed in Excel.

**Ethical considerations**

Ethical issues were observed by receiving a code of ethics (IR.IUMS.REC.2017.922652202) from the research assistant of Iran University of Medical Sciences. In addition, the participants were briefed on the study objectives and interviewed with the consent of the researcher. The confidentiality of the recorded information was also ensured, and the participants were notified that they could withdraw from the study at their own discretion, although none actually did so.

**Results**

Out of the 40 study participants, 28 were male and 12 females. They had an age of 25-65 years and work experi-

---

**Table 1. Fuzzy numbers used in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzy number</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Absolute importance (7,9,9)</td>
<td>Very strong importance (5,7,9)</td>
<td>Strong importance (3,5,7)</td>
<td>Low importance (13,5)</td>
<td>Equal importance (1,1,3)</td>
<td>Exactly equal importance (1,1,1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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The content analysis of previous studies and interviews identified six major political, economic, technological, social, cultural and environmental drivers for the future of hospitals (Fig. 2).

**Prioritizing the drivers with FAHP**

According to Diagram 1, thirty proponents identified in the previous step were weighted using the FAHP by their impact on the future of hospitals. Incompatibility coefficients of below 0.1 measured for all the paired matrices in Expert Choice confirmed the matrix compatibility.

**Discussion**

This study considered debates on the economic sanctions a cloud of economic trends included in policy studies of the health system, as they apply to hospitals with the university and the Ministry of Health as mediators. Haghdoot et al. discussed factors such as technology, the changing age of the pyramid, increasing health literacy and community expectations, environmental challenges and changes, lifestyle changes, community management structures, and the political model of governance in this sector. They found economic changes, value changes, a decline in social capital, changes in family foundations and epidemiological changes to affect the future health of Iranians.

**Table 2. The details of the participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Education level</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Chief executive officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Faculty member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;50</td>
<td>PHD &amp; MD</td>
<td>Middle manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expert Physician</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>28-10</th>
<th>28-10</th>
<th>10-25</th>
<th>10-8</th>
<th>10-7</th>
<th>5-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Fig. 2. Drivers of the future of hospitals**
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This general research in the field of health included hospitals and other health and public health centers (17). This report is consistent with the present study in terms of superlatives such as technology, economy, politics, and the environment, although the right-wing research is included in the policy cloud under the economic sanctions process, whereas the present research considered the economic trend cloud. This discrepancy in results can be explained by the fact that the present research is at a lower level than the research-friendly environment and the economic consequences of sanctions for hospitals are more evident than their political consequences.

Sang reported technology as the main megatrend of the future of Koreans’ health, which is consistent with the present study in terms of the megatrends of technology, economy and politics. Finch identified the environment as a driver of all its dimensions, whereas the present study identified the environment only as an environmental driver of the future according to the experts.

In 2016, Deloitte introduced the demographic megatrends of politics, incoherence, globalization, the digital world and the globalization of technology and industries into the future of health. Drivers such as globalization, technology and politics have also been identified as factors influencing the future of hospitals (18). In 2015, Dadgarpanah identified the factors affecting the future of research on hospital information systems that affected the performance of Milad Hospital’s staff in Tehran using a descriptive comparative and causal method and non-random sampling. They prioritized the component of quick decision making which exerted the highest impact on other indicators (19).

A forecast by Ayandehban for Iran 2018 involved seven
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areas, i.e. economy, politics, society, culture, environment, science and technology as well as health. Moreover, 12 different health issues were identified from two groups of experts in all fields and health experts. Health system challenges, mental health issues, health problems due to various pollutions, health problems due to new lifestyle, substance abuse, changing patterns and outbreaks of chronic diseases, health transformation plan, medication issues, health challenges and patients moving towards an aging population, changing people’s preferences in the field of health and expanding sexual risk taking were discussed from the perspective of health experts (20).

Khosravi examined the future of the Iranian health system. They found demographic trends and related phenomena, environment, economy and its impacts on health and injustice, technology and the increasing effects of expectations and costs, national sovereignty and values and beliefs to significantly affect behavior analyses. Risk factors or health literacy was also found to affect the Iranian health system (21). The environmental, economic and technological trends discussed are consistent with the present findings.

Rahmanian et al. identified six main themes and 13 subthemes as the drivers of the future of hospitals in Iran (22). Leadership included the subthemes of stability, collaborative leadership and incentive leadership; management included management skills, i.e. cognitive and human skills, and adherence to policies; policy training included personnel and managers training, in-hospital policy, out-of-hospital policy and investment in education; creativity and innovation included creativity and scientific innovation and creativity and technological innovation and competition included optimal subthemes and real competition as the main theme and effective themes in future research (22). Rahmanian et al. examined hospital internal processes and effective management of hospitals in the future, whereas the present study examined outside-of-organization hyperlinks to the future of hospitals. Information technology and politics were presented as two subthemes in this research.

Amin et al. investigated the future of hospital wards (23) and the necessity of expanding clinical and outpatient departments in the fields of chronic diseases and cancers, aging medicine according to population aging processes, rehabilitation after long-term care, sleep clinics, health promotion services such as weight, risk factor management, lifestyle correction and. This research investigated the future of hospitals from a different perspective than that of the present study, i.e. a holistic view.

Aghamohammadi et al. forecast the distribution of hospital beds in Iran between 2006 and 2035 (24). They reported a growing Iranain older adult population until 1414 and found the share of the population aged over 60 of the national population to increase from 7.3% in 2006 to 17.6% in 2035. They also found endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases to exert the most significant effect on mortality in the entire population from 2006 to 2035 with an increase of 1878.52 per thousand. With the status quo being preserved, the number of hospital beds was found to be 160,687 at the highest population fertility and 15,7208 at the lowest. Agha Mohammadi et al. investigated a case on the floor of a hospital, in contrast to the present study, which provided a general and external organizational perspective (24).

Conclusion
This study identified the factors affecting the future of hospitals based on the results of a literature review and interviews with experts and determined the effect of individual factors using the FAHP. The trends in technological, economic, social and demographic, political and environmental issues were also investigated. A large body of literature has examined the factors affecting the future of the health system as a larger and more general community whose issues are naturally more general and comprehensive; for instance, political debates directly affect the health system, whereas global and national political issues may differently affect hospitals.

Study limitations
The effective factors obtained under the terms and conditions of the participating experts may be differently reported in other studies with different conditions.
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